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Greg Walton Daily stall photographer

Instead of the conventional paint brush, Claude Ferguson uses a can
of spray paint to convey his ideas on canvas. He says he uses personal

experiences when he designs his artwork. He chooses not to name his
work so others can enjoy it without being inhibited by a title.
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A.S. protests
Spartan Shops
funding choice
By Dan Turner
Daily start writer
Spartan Shops has budgeted about
$200.000 in unallocated surplus
monies to the construction of stores
in the planned meteorology building,
a move which has drawn heax y criticism from members of the Associated Students.
Leigh Kirmsse, director of CalitOrnia state affairs. and Joyce Pinkney, director of ethnic affairs, said
student needs would he better met it
the money had gone to the Frances
(iulland Child Care Center, or to
fund an AIDS education project.
Spartan Shops is a corporation
which operates the hook store and
food services on campus. Because of
status,
its
not -for-profit
its
guidelines state that an unallocated
surplus earnings must be returned to
the university in one form or another.
The monies are allocated by the
Spartan Shops Board of Directors,
which is made up ol tour students,
two administrators and three faculty
members.
Two of the student representatives, Brett Houston and board President Toni Boothe. discussed the
hoard’s decision with the A.S. at
Tuesday’s meeting.
Kirmsse said the students on the
hoard had a responsibility to represent the interests of the student
body and accused Houston and
Boothe of failing to do so.
"In iny mind, the students are het-

ler served by an AIDS
ion
project. she said. "NN
about the difference het,
them walk to this si,!
get a hot dog and di,
try to keep them ali..
She also expressed 41,114Vril V\ oh
the lack of student control irset lie
planned building. Because the sin
plus money made by Spartan Shops
conies largely from students. the sin
dents should have more 1:1111i1111
the v. ay it is spent, she said
"I think that Spartan Shops hir .
special responsibility to students
Kirmsse said "Every time I 12,.
dim 151,1115 and pay S50. e nch
think is outrageous. for a testbook
the prot it money. on Mai is goine Ii
Spartan Shops. I think they need to
seriously look at whether
another building is in the hest Intel
ests of students...
The meteorology building will he
built on the corner 01 Filth and Sall
Carlos streets. It will house the pie
teorology department. the office it
continuing educatii in. and possihly
v ice, islniI,
the National V. cattle’
has expressed inlet est iii mu’, tile. to
SJSU 110111 it, current location In
Redwood Lit!,
Also is ithin the building, Sparhin
Shops plans to construct a fast -14.0d
operation, a convenience store, and
a computer store. Last year. the
board set aside $:118.1.000 or this
project. The total cost of the Spartan
expected to he
Shops franchise,
N"/’
See I (

Student government sues CSU over Rec Center
By Mary Hayes
Daily staff writer
In the ongoing saga of SJSU’s Rec
Center. the Associated Students is
trying to sue the California State
University for denying it the right to
sue over mismanagement of the project.
On Monday morning the A.S. will
file a lawsuit in the Santa Clara
County Supreme Court demanding
that the CSU release funds that the

A S. had designated for legal counsel, A.S. President Terry McCarthy
said.
The A.S. approved a $100.000
legal fund in September so it could
retain counsel to fight a proposed
student fee increase for next semester.
The office of CSU Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds has ordered SJSU
President Gail Fullerton not to approve the fund.

The $8 fee increase, which has
been added to student fees for next
semester, will cover $10 million in
cost overruns for Rec Center construction.
In October, Bruce Richardson, an
attorney for the CSU, said the CSU
is trying to prevent the A.S. from filing a lawsuit that would stop the fee
increase. He said it would jeopardize
the flow of income from revenue
bonds to "hard-working citizens."

Athletic department reacts

Ads removed from Stone’s show

The CSU raised money to hind the
Rec Center by selling revenue bonds
to the public. In return, the CSU will
use student fees to pay back those
bonds.
Richardson also told the Spartan
Daily in October that although the
A.S. has a legal right to retain counsel. "(the A.S.) doesn’t really serve
as an ombudsman for all the students. If the students want to get together and hire an attorney, they

can. But that does not ha\ e 1,, do
with the A.S.’ corporate functi,,n
The writ of mandate the A.S. IA ill
file Monday states the CSU has violated the A.S.’ statutory and constitutional right to counsel, and right to
due process It also accuses the CSU
of "unreasonable seizure of property
without a warrant."
McCarthy said students should not
have to pay for the cost overruns, because they resulted from the tuts-

ricaenagement

the Chancelloi s

’’legal advice IN .1 \ CI% 111114,11011,
and basic right tosiillll lull ’ii’. iii
enitens
Mc( artliv said
I he
Charkelloi doesn’t belie c the \
is a i CAI 1 11rpOratilin .11 Id she doesn’t
siensludents as eal
let I Stet...in. of CSU public at
fairs. said the Chancellor Y.ould
See AW’il
hricA

Fullerton honors professor

By Stacey De Salvo
Daily staff writer
Calling him "a man of many talHoffman said the decision was reached after a meetBy Sean Mulcaster
ents," President Gail Fullerton preing with SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
Daily staff writer
"Even though their listenership is very strong at that sented the 1987-88 Outstanding ProSJSU’s athletic department has requested that its advertisements he removed from radio station KSJO’s con- time, our preference is to move to another part of the fessor Award to Robert Bornstein
troversial Perry Stone Show. Athletics Director Randy broadcast." Hoffman said. "We need to be responsible Wednesday.
The meteorology professor acfor anything that we advertise."
Hoffman said Wednesday.
The athletic department’s events are broadcast on cepted the plaque at a reception held
The move followed charges from three groups that
in the Student Union Loma Prieta
KSJO’s sister station KHTT. This arrangement is inthe show is racist and sexist.
Room. About 80 friends, colThe Women’s Resource Center. the Coalition for In- cluded in the department’s contract with the station,
tegrity in the Media and the National Association for the which runs until the end of the basketball season in leagues. administrators and students
attended.
Advancement of Colored People have attempted to influ- March.
Bornstein has been a member of
ence sponsors to stop advertising on KSJO.
But, according to Hoffman, the advertisements will
the SJSU faculty since 1969.
The spots, which promoted SJSU football and bas- he removed immediately.
Fullerton selected him from
The Women’s Resource Center campaigned against
ketball. will be moved away from Stone’s show The program broadcasts from 6 to 10 a.m., the most effective the advertisements on Stone’s show in a letter to Ful- among three professors nominated
by the university’s Outstanding Prolerton on Nov. 22.
time to advertise.
fessor Committee.
"’This is not a removal from the radio station.** HofThe letter did not demand that the athletic department
In her introduction, Fullerton
fman said. "We’ll be on at other times. We had a num- stop advertising with KSJO entirely. Rather, it asked that
noted that Bornstein is a recognized
ber of conversations with the station and they understand advertisements he removed from Stone’s show.
and were sensitive to the matter
See STONE, hack page scholar in meteorology.
She praised his contributions in
the classroom, reading several letters
from former students who said they
never would never forget Bornstein.
In particular, she noted that he alunderstand the world and have little many poor countries, hut it’s large lows a high degree of student particiBy Leah Pelt
inclination to learn more about it." businesses making the money," pation.
Daily staff writer
There is enough grain grown on said Bob Takizawa in a 1987 San Downes said. "International corHis lecture presentations, she
Earth for every person to get 1,000 Jose Mercury News column.
porations have just moved in and said, "are recognized as being excalories per day, more than most
Takizawa is the chairman of taken the land from the farmers."
traordinarily organized and clear."
people need to stay healthy.
SJSU’s geology department. He also
That praise was echoed by two of
the
Philippines
are
esFarmers
in
But up to one billion people in the teaches a class called "Worlds NaBornstein’s students interviewed
their
govpecially
suffering
because
world are still going hungry.
tions" that includes world hunger
after the presentation.
ernment allows the corporations to
"Most people think we don’t have and overpopulation issues.
Meteorology graduate student
the busienough food, but that couldn’t be
In the article. Takizawa laments stay. It collects taxes from
Allen Becker, who has taken three
of
the
land,
but
nesses
for
use
further from the truth." said Jean people’s apathy about the area outclasses with Bornstein, said the prodoesn’t pass any benefits On to the
Downes, an instructor in SJSU’s nu- side their own backyards.
fessor stresses organization.
farmers,
she
said.
trition and food science department.
"Our inattention to geographic,
"It’s always clear where he’s
working
busy
so
are
people
The
"The problem is political: how global. international education
going in the course," Becker said.
that
corporations
outside
for
land
the
we’re going to distribute the food."
call it what you wish will be at
The teacher is always ready to anthey don’t have time to raise food for swer questions, even during the midWorld hunger has been a problem our own peril," he said.
receive
They
families.
own
their
for years, but the issues arc just now
Many students don’t know the
dle of a lecture. Becker said.
being discussed on campus in United States is contributing to substandard wages, even though
He also said that ifs student has a
Downes’ restructured nutrition class. world hunger. Downes said. Some their employers are making big prof- quest ion
during
the
lecture,
Next semester, students will need crops imported to this country from its, she said.
Bornstein will always try to make
But an abrupt stop to corporate in- that part of the lecture clearer.
the class to complete a minor in nu- other Third World countries are hurttrition and food science.
ing rather than helping their econ- volvement in these farming indusAnother third -time Bornstein stutries might not be the answer.
"Americans and peasants share an omies, she said.
dent, Kip Correnti, called Bornstein
See HUNGER, back page a "perfectionist."
important outlook: Both only dimly
"We eat a lot of bananas grown in

Class addresses hunger problem
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Dave Erickson

Daily staff photographe

Professor Robert Bornstein displays his weather computer
’He presents lots ill iii! oi
a tough subject and he’s lill411)
He’s the most organized teacher I’ve it’s very rewarding
ever had,’’ Current’ said, adding that
his
award,
After
receiving
he’s an "ideal instructor for first. Bornstein presented a lecture titled
yearfreshmen.
"Global Pollution Perspectix es 01
"He gets you into a groove early an Urban Pollute’ "
in your meteorological study." said
140111411111
In an eildIVI WWI\
(’orrenti. a senior majoring in mete- said pollution is .t II fhal prohlcuf
orology. "He lets you know what’s He emphasized that the public is as
in store fOr you.
much to blame as industry
"He’s a hard teacher. He teaches
See PROF- I. \SO R
.1, page

r-
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The rise and fall
of the American Empire
illov.n San Francisco is alive with action.
Tourists and business people walk the city streets
in the shadov. s of high rises and expensive
department stores. The pulse of The City beats fast
in a constant rush to obtain "success."
But, amid all the hustle of the downtown area. I
once saw a woman lying next to a Montgomery
Street newspaper stand. A dirty brown blanket
covered her small body and in her arms she
cradled a black and white cat. She looked down at
it. murmuring like a mother to a baby.
Written on a cardboard sign in front of her. I
saw a sign which read "I’m homeless. Please give
money or food."
Feeling sorry for the lath. I bought sinne bread
rolls, gave them to
her and walked
away.
Later in the day,
.1,16,11
I went to San
Francisco’s City
Hall. is a huge
edit Ice. an orgy of
%hilt would
have looked perfect
among
the
architecture in the
Martin Cheek
Rome.
caesars’
Homeless people
were staying in the park in front of the building,
sleeping on benches or in makeshift tents.
Some of them were dressed in garbage bags and
they rummaged for food in the waste cans of the
park. As I walked near some of the homeless. I
smelled the strong stench of urine and I knew a lot
of them hadn’t taken showers in a long time. The
eery day conveniences I take for granted must
ha% e seemed like luxuries to these people.
I thought the scene would have been familiar to
the elite citizens of ancient Rome. The) too must
has e looked at the splendor and grandeur of their
cit)
bile ignoring the people starving in the
streets, virtually forgotten by the government.
Suddenly, I sensed a mold growing amid the
sparkle and glamour of this cosmopolitan city. The
deterioration wasn’t in San Francisco alone, I
realized, but pervaded all of American society. I
shuddered as I thought of the United States as
another Roman empire declining in its wealth and
pageantry.
Just like the citizens of Rome, we Americans
often show an arrogant view of ourselves in
relation to the rest of the world. We think of
ourselves as better than other nations, mainly
because we’re wealthier and have more resources.
This short-sightedness is contributing to our
decline.
An ancient Roman would feel comfortable
watching our often violent forms of entertainment.
America’s favorite sport is Football where
spectators flock, hungry for blood as the gridiron
gladiators battle. We’re even more sophisticated in
our brutal entertainment. We don’t have to go to
the Coliseum, but can get our daily dose of
violence on our living room television sets.
Like the ancient Romans, we prefer to fight our
wars in other nations, as far away from the mother
country as possible. That way. we can keep our
sacred "honor" at home, feeling noble and
righteous because the general public doesn’t have
to see the misery of battles.
Our American society is extremely wasteful
and, like ancient Rome, it’s often filled with
pleasure seekers concerned with their own selfish
desires. Empires always fall along with their moral
standards. This is just as true for the American
Empire.
Archeologists have suggested that ancient
Rome fell partially because the lead in the wine
goblets was absorbed into citizens’ blood system
and harmed their mental abilities. Perhaps. future
scientists will discover that the pollutants and
toxins we’ve released into the environment helped
to bring about a decline in our own faculties.We
have nothing to blame but our own greed for the
American empire’s decline.
I thought about these things as I left The City,
riding home on BART. The sun sank .in a bloody
bath on the western horizon of the bay. Watching it
from the train. I thought about the American
nation and its glorious past. I hoped my country
would not repeat the follies of another empire
2,0(X) years ago.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
commun ity
Columns should he typed, double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can he on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not he published.

Campus Voice
USSR: a country in transition
By Terry t’hristensen
Terry (*nristensen is a professor of political science
at SJSU. His trip to the USSR was part of ..S.JSU’s new
Semester Abroad program, which is based in England.
Maybe it’s only a tribute to the remarkable success of
the Gorbachev publicity machine with the American
media, but even the most naive of tourists on the shortest
of visits must come away from the Soviet Union with the
feeling that something exciting is happening there.
Change is in the air; it wasn’t only the spring weather
that made our little group of San Jose State students and
professors sense that something was about to bloom.
Despite the brevity of our whirlwind visit, we hoped
to meet some "real" Russians, not just guides and waiters. We did, but mostly they were the kind of people
tourists meet anywhere: hustlers. Like wolves, they separated stragglers from the tourist herd or pounced on you
as an obvious foreigner when you were on your own.
’Anything to sell? Want F shins Military gear?"
’Change money’? Four times official rate!"
Mostly they wanted to deal in goods or cash, although obvious hookers worked the hotel lobbies ready
to trade services as well. The more subtle operators
played on the tourist desire to talk to the natives.
One 10-year-old dashed up to me on the street to ask
the time, then offered me ’a gift" of a badge.
"Thanks," I said.
"Return gift’?" he demanded. Only a novice, this
Ukrainian Oliver was content with a few sticks of gum.
In Red Square, which our guide told us was a religious place for him, slightly older dealers boldly advertised their business by clutching wads of dollar bills.
Passing Lenin’s tomb. I was surprised when a preppy looking young man who accosted me turned out not to he
American. as I’d assumed, but a Russian dealing exclusively in "L. L. Bean." The Maine clothier was high
fashion in Moscow, and the preppier members of our
group got the best offers for their outfits.
The black market, in short, is booming in the USSR.
Shops still offer limited, mostly dull and often shoddy
consumer goods, and there is a huge, pent-up demand.
Massive queues form early in the morning for special
shipments of shoes or overcoats. Officially recognized
free markets are also thriving.
But the ever-present street dealers dominate the
memories of most tourists. You come away with an
ironic image of the Soviet Union as a nation of hustlers or capitalists yearning to deal freely. Of course,
that’s not true. They’re no more typical of the USSR
than the hustlers visitors run into elsewhere are typical of
their countries.
Yet their numbers are increasing as tourism and official tolerance for their activities increase. Both policies
are part of Gorbachev’s glasnost, as well as the USSR’s
hunger for foreign currency, and both are subversive.
They not only expose Soviet citizens to westerners, they
turn communists into capitalists. Surely Gorbachev understands this, but does he really want it or merely tolerate it’? I.. it an indirect mechanism of perestroika’?
All this dealing soon affects the visitors as much as
the natives. Young tourists learn to hit the hotel shops
before going out for the day, buying cigarettes, liquor
and other marketable items to trade with the locals. Even
tourists who resist such temptations are affected. They
begin to assume that everybody they meet is hustling and
they avoid conversation, thus cutting themselves off
even further.
Still, visitors sometimes meet genuinely friendly
people, like the young English teacher and her teenage
students we talked with in Kiev.
"What English authors do you study?" I asked.
"Oh. Charles Dickens. Jack laindon, Mark Twain," she
responded.
"All good social critics -- very appropriate." I
thought. "Which are your favorites?" I asked.
"AIL Danielle Steele, Sidney Sheldon and Harold
Robbins." she gushed.
"I see." I said, taken aback. "What about Jackie
Collins?"
"Oh, yes," she answered enthusiastically, "We
don’t have authors like these in Russian."
"Score one for the Revolution." I snobbishly
thought, hut I was surprised that such decadent western
authors have infiltrated so deeply.
Perhaps a more significant example of a changing society was Arbat Street. a long, wide avenue through an
old part of Moscow which has recently been pedestrianized. An instant hit, it was packed with people, mostly
young, until late in the evening. Shops close early, so
they weren’t the draw. There were quick -sketch portrait
artists, plus some musicians, but most people seemed to
he there just to meet and promenade. Unlike other places
we went, we weren’t hustled on Arbat Street. These peo-

ple were drawn by one another. not tourists.
Inevitably, the Russians we got to know best were
our guides. although they were distrusted by some members of our group. We were being "brain-washed."
these skeptics said, and "they only show us what they
want us to see... cliches that suggested brainwashing had
occurred elsev.here.
The rest ot us thought they were like guides anywhere, giving tus the positive line about their country and
its heroes. After all, do American guides tell you about
the shortcomings of George Washington or capitalism’?
Lara, who helped us learn her name by reminding us
it was the same as that of the heroine of the once -banned
"Dr. Zhivago." was proud of education and full employment in the USSR. The campaign against sexism
had also made great progress, she insisted, but she was
quick to deny any special influence or role for Mrs. Gorbachev.
In Kiev, Irene admitted that housing was a problem.
but explained how far they’d had to go after the massive
destruction of World War II.
Mishit, our guide in Moscow, was excited about contemporary artistic and intellectual ferment. "Enjoy
Coca-Cola" v..as emblazoned on his sweater, and he
liked jazz and jokes. Russian humor doesn’t seem to
translate well, but we appreciated his revelation that
Russians refer to the new land notoriously bugged)
American Embassy as the "Radio Shack" ((Sr Russian
equivalent).
Through it all. it was necessary to sort out what was
"Russian" and what was "communist." especially because some of our group blurred the two, attributing everything different about the place to its political ideology.
But visitors must remember that the USSR is not just
a different political system, it’s also a profoundly different culture with a long and unique history most westerners know too little about.
We need to know more because even the most cursory visit suggests that much is happening in the Soviet
Union today. It would be a mistake to think that street
hustling and reading Jackie Collins means they want to
be like us. If we succumb to that kind of smugness, as
President Reagan and many of his media attendants
seemed to do on his recent visit, we’ll be as closed a society as theirs once was.
Clearly, they want some of what we’ve got, hut it’s
also clear they’ll adapt it to their own culture and society.
Maybe we should be looking at their society and its
accomplishments -- in day care, education, the arts.
public transit, housing cooperatives, full employment,
universal health care. and the reduction of sexism
with the same open mind.

fallen in love again with a sweet,
Ive
beautiful blonde. I knew her when I was
a child, and she never ages.
In fact, she’s still in high school. Right
now, she’s probably studying geometry with a
man who doesn’t appreciate her. I think she
should dump Archie Andrews once and for all.
Betty Cooper has been his Girl Friday for
more than 30 years. But! love her, dammit. I
watched her cry when she didn’t have a new
dress for school. I mourned when her puppy
ran away.
Where was Archie? Probably carousing
with Veronica Lodge or sucking down lemon
fizzes at Pop Tate’s Soda Shoppe. He never
gave a damn about Betty. But she loved his
goofy expressions. the ridiculous red hair, the
impossibly white teeth. And now she’s
doomed to an eternity of broken dates and
second-hand affection.
But not if I can help it.
I was too young for Betty when I fell for
her in the ’70s. She sat in Miss Grundy’s
homeroom while I endured grammar school
with Mrs. Louis and classmates who could
never understand my longing.
I never even spoke to Betty. What could I
have offered her? Archie may have had an old
jalopy, but I didn’t even own a bicycle.
Shyness and the cruelty of years kept us apart.
But I’m older now, stronger. Archie and
his mock sensitivity don’t intimidate me
anymore. I would pull out every last one of his
red locks if it meant Betty and I could be
together. And I’d never break her heart or
dump her for the fleeting passions of Veronica
Lodge.
driving to Riverdale tonight. The
Im
teeming suburbs, the shops and
businesses, the posh section where
Veronica lives: This is my town, my place.
Maybe I’ll order a burger at Pop Tate’s or even
catch a flick before starting my quest. I might
even buy a beer.
I’ll know the old gang, but it’s a good bet
they won’t know me. Reggie. the scoundrel
who at least pretends to be nothing else, will
flirt with Midge. Midge will reciprocate.
Moose will end sentences with prepositions
and break his face. Jughead will eat whole
turkeys before my eyes. The more things don’t
change, the more they stay the same.
And then comes Archie. Big man on
campus, football hero, everyone’s pal. Loved
by many women and hated by at least one
man. He will not escape me.
But first I have to deal with Betty. I have to
somehow make her understand what I feel for
her and what Archie doesn’t. It won’t be easy.
Loyalty is a big part of her love for him. And I
can’t hope to change a decades-old pattern in
one night.
That’s why I’m enrolling at Riverdale High
School for the spring. I’ll pretend to he one of
the gang, a cool kid from another town. I
won’t overwhelm Betty. I won’t even ask her
out at first. But when she needs a friend, I’ll be
there like I wanted to he during grammar
school. My love is patient.
Betty. my love, you don’t know me. But
you will someday. and I won’t disappoint you.
Tell Pop Tate to throw a couple burgers on the
grill. I could sit with you in the Soda Shoppe
forever.
Vic Vogler is the Copy Editor.

Forum Policy
Letters to the editor must hear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall.
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Reagan will not pardon North

Puppy love

WASHINGTON (API
President Reagan Thursday ruled out a
pre-trial pardon for Iran -Contra defendant Oliver I.. North, saying such
a pardon would leave his former
White House aide "under a shadow
of guilt."
At the same time. Reagan said his
decision to suppress certain evidence
in the case was vital to protect namina’ security secrets."
The White House said earlier
today that documents sought by
North contain intelligence secrets
that cannot he divulged. It said it is

"up to the judge ’ to decide whether that are national security secrets."
to dismiss the charges against the
Asked whether this amounted to
Marine lieutenant colonel if the clas- an attempt to, in effect. sabotage
ofied niatenal is relevant to his de- North’s trial, he said, "Ni’, this is
fense.
something that from the very beginDuring a picture-takim session in ning we knew we would have to
the Oval Office with President-elect do."
George Bush and special trade repAsked if he would be upset it the
resentative Clayton Yeutter at his White House move had the effect of
side. Reagan was asked to say why preventing
North’s prosecution.
he was blocking the use of certain Reagan said "the law must take its
evidence in North’s trial.
course. ’
"The things we’re blocking are
Reagan told reporters in May that
things that duty requires we block," he thought North would eventually
Reagan replied. "These are things be found innocent.

Babies with syphilis underreported
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The may have been as many as 200 cases
number of babies born in the county in 1987. rather than the 39 officially
with syphilis may be four to five reported.
times greater than statistics suggest
There have been 59 cases offibecause of the narrow criteria for re- cially recorded through October
porting cases, officials said.
1988. which is a 100 percent inBecause of the difficulty in diag- crease over the same period last
nosing the disease, county officials year. The figure is expected to reach
said they only count cases in which 70 or 80 by year’s end. But under the
the diagnosis is 100 percent.
broader criteria, the numbers could
Broadening the criteria wouldn’t approach 400 in 1988, officials said.
affect treatment because babies even
Congenital syphilis can lead to
suspected of infection are treated for anemia, jaundice and painful inflamsyphilis, county officials insisted.
mation of bones and cartilage. It has
But the change could influence the been linked in advanced stages to
public perception of the severity of neurological problems and damage
the current syphilis outbreak, which to hearing and vision. Some fetuses
health officials say is the worst in 40 infected in the womb are born dead.
years.
The confusion in diagnosing the
A preliminary look suggests there disease comes from the fact that a

newborn May carry antibodies to the
bacterium that causes syphilis but
not be infected. For example. the
mother’s antitxxlies may he in the
child’s blood without the child being
infected.
It is also difficult to determine
whether a baby is infected if such
overt signs of the disease as abnormalities of bones and spinal fluid are
not present. A child sometimes must
be examined for months, which doctors say is often impossible %hen
dealing with poor or transient p.i

tients.
County

health officials link ili.
sudden increase in the disease, the
worst since the advent of penicillin
in the 1940s, to several causes.

Homecoming policy angers unwed pregnant student
An
LOS ANGELES (AP)
unwed student cut from the list of
homecoming queen contestants because she was 61/2 -months pregnant
asked college trustees to draw up a
policy banning such discrimination
in the future.
"Pregnancy is not a crime." feminist attorney Gloria Allred told
Wednesday’s meeting of the Los
Angeles Community College Board
of Trustees at Southwest College.
Marvina Jones, 22, entered the
homecoming queen contest at Southwest College on Nov. I. hut she was
told a week later by the Associated
Student Body Organization planners
that the contest was canceled.
"Still another shock followed,"
Ms. Allred said. "On homecoming
day. Nov. 12, when Marvina went to
the football game. she was surprised
to see that a homecoming queen and

Kathleen Howe Dativ stein photographer
Dan Moskow, a Sigma Nu pledge, plants a kiss on the fraternity dog, Bear

Lutheran
American
Christian
Campus
Ministry: Asian
Worship, 10 p.m., 300 South 10th Fellowship: Meeting. 7 p.m.. S.U.
Coastanoan
St. For information call 298-0204.
American Red Cross: Ruth Carpizo
blood drive, noon, Moulder Hall formal lounge. For information call
924-8266
Computers To Go
MONDAY

I()DAN
SJSU Folk Dancers: International
Folk Dance Class, 8 p.m., Women’s
Gym Room 89. For information call
293-1302 or 287-6369.
SJSU Concert Choir: 13th Annual
Scholarship Concert, 8:30 p.m,
Queen of Apostles Catholic Church.
For information call 924-4361.
Alpha Eta Rho: Christmas Party,
$5 or $4 with canned food, 7:30
Aeronautics
Department
p.m.,
North Hangar. For information call
286-3161.
Society of Latino Engineers & Scientists: Meeting, Speaker-Steve
Torres. 12:30 p.m.. Engineering
Building Room 495A. For information call 924-3830.
"\D

A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: Meeting, 5:30 p.m.. S.U.
Pacheco Room. For information call
292-3197
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.: Toy
drive begins today. For information
call 297-0845.
Monday Night Bible Study: Musical, "Upside Down," Third & San
Salvador Streets. For specific address and information call 924-8266

MAC & PC
RENTALS
DAILY, WEEKLY,

Campus Crusade For Christ:
Newman Community: Mass, 6:30 Tuesday night live, 7:15 p.m., Sparp.m., 300 South 10th St. For infor- tan Memorial Chapel. For informamation call 298-0204.
tion call 294-4249.

Spartan Daily
State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)

REGISTRATION
RATION
WRITING
SKILLSSETTEST
Pay $25.00 FEE at the
Cashiers Office in WLS.
Bring the receipt to the
Testing Center, ADM 218

TEST DATE:
Jan. 7, 1989
DEADLINE:
Dec. 22, 1988

MONTHLY RATES
539 S. Murphy S’Vale
408/ 746-2945

z z

11)AN
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon, S.U. Mont alvo Room.
For information call 298-0204.
Washington
Square
Federal
Credit Union: Annual meeting ol
shareholders, 6:30 p.m., A.S. Students Council Chambers.

Open Early
Open Late
Open Weekends

ENJOY
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OPEN 6 DAYS
295.4336
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Take that special someone to leafs.Its the perfect place
for romance to blossom

** **
LEAF’S. THE AMA/INII GRAZING SOUP SALAD WINE & PASTA BAR
AT THE PAVILION DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 286 0166 11 A M TO 10 PM
OPENING SOON

All ingredients fresh daily
Traditional hand spun dough
"Take & Bake" now available
OPEN 11am to 10pm daily
Before, during & after the game

619 Escuela Ave.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.

a runner-up were announced...
of her condition of pregnam
Miss Jones later learned through Allred said.
conversations with student leaders
and homecoming judges that she
wasn’t selected because she was pregnant.
"Marvina was hurt and disappointed to realize that in spite of her
outstanding qualifications that she
may have not been chosen because

Earn some extra Christmas Money
during your Christmas break.
10 caterers positions available now in
Santa Clara at the Santa Clara
Convention Center.
Must be well groomed, and dependable.
$6.00/hour. Work three consecutive
weekends - Friday & Saturday.

TAC TEMPS
437-0260
( never a fee)

FREE
GMAT SEMINAR
"HOW TO GET INTO THE
m.aA. SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE"
Where:
When:

San Jose State University
Tues.. Dec. 6 5:00-6:15 p.m.

All Seminars Cover:
When and where to apply How to make your letters of recommo,
dation count What type of academic criteria is required by top scho 1.0
How to write your personal statement How to conquer the GMAT
and MOST important how to get into the M B A SCHOOL OF YOt IR
CHOICE’

cAncoliFcT (415) 441-0654
FOR RESERVATIONS. ROOM NUMBERS AND TO RESERVE A SEAT
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Miller captures third
in UNLV tournament
By Darren Sabedra
Daily stall writer
The SJSU men’s golf team finished the first half of its seven month season on a positive note.
Competing in the UNLV Rebel
Classic Nov. 28-30 in Las Vegas,
the Spartans finished fourth
among 15 teams.
Johnny Miller Jr., the son of
professional
golfer
Johnny
Miller, paced SJSU with a three round score of 221 to take sixth
place overall.
"He finished sixth in a field of
very good players," SJSU Coach
Dick Schwendinger said. "That’s
very good for a freshman."
SJSU’s Mike Foster placed
ninth for his third Top-to finish
of the season.
"It was nice to finish in the
Top 10," Foster said. "I didn’t
finish well in any of the rounds. I
played well for 15 holes each
day."
Barry Evans, Dana Jetter and
Tad McCormick also contributed
to the Spartans’ success. Evans
and Jetter finished with a total of
226. while McCormick posted a
234.
"We all did good as team,"
Schwendinger said. "There were
II nationally ranked teams competing in this tournament."
From here, the Spartan golfers
go into hibernation for the winter.
SJSU’s next tournament is scheduled for Feb. 1 in Tuscon. Ariz.
"Now, they can start going to
school," Schwendinger said.
"They’ll keep playing, but more
independently."

Most teams, according to Foster, are inactive during the winter
season.
"Teams are off until Februar!,
because the weather conditions
make it hard to schedule a golf
tournament at this time," he said.
Foster said the layoff will give
him a chance to improve his
game.
"I practice on more things now
than in the season," he said
"Most of the guys on the team
will he practicing three times a
week.
"We’ll play IR holes in practice and we’ll be keeping score. It
doesn’t count for anything,
though."
Foster said he would like to
work on his swing during the layoff.
"(The game) is tough to explain," he said. "Things happen
differently. There are different
things to work on. I’ve been making some bad golf swings."
The junior said his strength is
"managing the golf course. I
want to keep working on my
game go to a higher level."
The Spartans weren’t nationally ranked before the UNLV
tournament. but Schwendinger
said "we probably will be after
this performance."
During Foster’s freshman season, the Spartan golfers climbed
to 12th in the nation by season’s
end.
"This team has a lot of good
players." he said. "This was our
best tournament by far. Still,
we’re not good enough."

SJSU looks to oust SDSU in showdown
By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
It’s do or die for the Spartan spikThe SJSU volleyball squad hosts
San Diego State University in the
first round of the NCAA Northwest
Regional playoffs Saturday night at
the Spartan Gym.
The match begins at 7:30 p.m.
"It was a good draw for us."
SJSU Coach Dick Montgomery said.
"We know we have a realistic
chance to beat them.’
SOM.’ Coach Rudy Suwara thinks
the match will he a good test for the
Attecs.
"It’s going to be a tough challenge for us." he said. "Playing
against a talented team like (SJS11).
that has such a great coaching staff.
is really going to test our strength."
During the season. the Spartans
split a pair matches with the Aztecs.
rhey beat them in five games at
home on Oct. 22. But the Aztecs
look the second match in four games
in November 17 in San Diego.
"The last time we played them,
:hey had improved a lot," said
Montgomery. "We were coming off
if a slump. We played competitively
with them, but not enough to win."
The Anees are seeded fourth in
the region, while the Spartans are
seeded fifth.
"We originally were seeded to
play in the sixth position against Pacific," Montgomery said. "But
since (SDSU) didn’t make a bid for
the first round, we ended up playing
them at home. We’re glad we are
playing them."
The winner will travel to Hawaii
Daily
photographer
stall
Bob Beach
Dec. 8-11 to play in the Northwest
Regional finals.
Karl Roberson prepares for a spike as teammates (right to left) Amy
For Montgomery and the SparShankle, Dawnis Wilson, Heather McPherson and Betsy Welsh look on. tans, a home court advantage could
the Spartans gained their seventh consecutive NCAA tournament ap- he a factor. They finished 9-4 at
home during the regular season.
pearance and host San Diego State Saturday.

Athletics vs. academics

"Playing at home is certainly an
advantage for any team." he said.
"(SDSU) hasn’t beat us at home in
several years. If we can get the support of the crowd. it will definitely
he beneficial to us."
The Spartans (21-13), 8-10 in Big
West play, lost nine straight matches
and still finished sixth in the conference. In the final AVCA/Tachikara
Poll, SJSU was ranked 18th, while
the Aztecs finished 13th in the
NCAA Poll and 15th AVCA poll.
The University of Hawaii, who
finished third in both polls and was
the Big West conference champion,
is a heavy favorite in the Northwest
Regionals.
Senior middle blocker Kim Hicks
will be leading the way for the Spartans. A first All -Big West Conference selection, Hicks was among the
top 10 in three different categories:
fifth in blocking (1.15). sixth in hitting percentage (.326), and eighth in
digs (3.42).
Senior outside hitters Jackie Mendez and Kim Washington have been
two of the most productive offensive
players for the Aztecs. Mendez was
an All -Big West Conference choice,
leading the Aztecs in digs (509) and
81 service aces.
"(Mendez) is a team leader,"
Montgomery said. "She’s a great
server who can do it all.
"(Washington) is a strong performer who is very capable of turning it on. We’re going to have a hard
time dealing with them."
The Spartans have seen postseason action in the last six years.
In each of the past four seasons.
SJSU has placed ninth at the tournament. The Spartans best finish was
in 1984 when advanced to the quarterfinals and lost to eventual -champion UCLA, the No. 1 seed in the
Western Regional this year.

IDIDER RECORDS I VIDEO

Student-athletes lose in classroom
cuss the results.
"The main thing is, what can we
do to make life more enriched or fuller for the student athlete, and how
can we help them manage their time
more effectively’?" Massingale said.
"We may need to look at spending
resources on time management, because their time is obviously limited."
The study, released on Tuesday,
was based on interviews with 4,083
college athletes and students who
participate in extracurricular activities such as band or writing for the
student newspaper.
"I do not believe there are any
great surprises in these results."
Massengale said. "But they will
Provide data for us to use in considering policy issues for many years
into the future."
According to the report, college
football and basketball players spend
30 hours a week practicing and playing in games when their sport is in
season. In contrast, the average
player uses 12 hours to study and 14
hours attending classes, and misses
about two classes per week.
Even during the offseason, college athletes continue to spend more
time in their sports than they do either preparing for or attending class,
according to the survey. And it was
learned that there are no differences
"We’ll be looking at the results to in the average number of hours per
determine what steps the NCAA and week that freshmen redshirts spend
other institutions might take in the in their sports as compared to freshfuture to address some of the find- men athletes who compete.
The survey found that college athings," said Martin Massengale.
chairman of the NCAA Presidents letes, especially football and basketCommission, adding that the com- ball players, find it harder to get the
mission would hold a forum at the grades they are capable of getting.
annual meetings in January to dis- On a four-point scale, the average

WASHINGTON(Al’) College
football and basketball players are
lacking in both time and money
compared to other students and do
not perform as well academically as
other athletes, according to a new
study.
The study, commissioned by the
NCAA Presidents Commission at
the cost of $1.75 million, determined that most college football and
H.i.ketball players devote more time
to athletics than academics. Also, a
majority of those athletes claim to
have less money for personal expenses than other students.

Even during the
offseason, college
athletes continue
to spend more time
in their sports than
they do either
preparing for or
attending class

college grad, point average for football and basketball players is 2.46,
for other college athletes it is 2.61
and for extracurricular students
2.79.
Concerning financial aid, student athletes report having less money
each month after tutition and expenses are paid than do the extracurricular students. On the average,
football and basketball players have
about $82 after expenses each
month, compared to $100 for athletes in other sports and $114 for extracurricular students.
The study found that basketball
and football players who live in
housing composed mostly of student -athletes are more likely to report frequent or occasional feelings
of isolation than those who live in
housing with non -athletes.
Among football and basketball
players, 20 percent reported incidents of physical abuse and 50 percent reported incidents of mental
abuse. Only 10 percent of those athletes in other sports reported phsi
cal abuse and 39 percent said they
had been mentally abused.
There were varied conclusions in
the topic of drug availability. Thirtynine percent of the football and basketball players and nearly half the
other college athletes reported that
being in sports made it easier to
avoid drugs. However. 12 percent of
the football and basketball players
said being an athlete made it harder
to avoid drugs.
The survey covered 42 NCAA Division I schools and was conducted
by the American Institutes for Research from March through July of
this year.

20% OFF
THE BEST PIZZA
IN SAN JOSE

NOW DO YOU
FOLLOW UP ONE
OF THE MOST
POPULAR
CHRISTMAS
ALBUMS OF ALL
TIME?
404.
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A FRESH AIRE CHRISTMAS
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Grammy nominated "Mannheim Steamroller Christmas" brings joy to more and
more people every year. All new and destined to become another Christmas
tradition, is "A Fresh Aire Christmas." Available on Compact Disc, LP 8. Cassette,
these albums have the Holiday Spirit for Everyone!

San Jose State - here’s your chance to SAVE 20%
and taste the pizza named "Best Pizza in the San Jose
Area" in KATD’s People’s Choice Pizza Contest!
Dine at Giorgio’s or pick up a pizza to go after 9 PM
any day, with your current Student ID, and Giorgio’s
will give you 20% OFF your purchase!
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49ers predicted to repeat; En garde
Spartans outlook improved
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By Reggie Burton
Deily staff writer
As the Big West Conference prepares to tip off its sixth season of
women’s basketball, expectations
for a competitive year are high.
Boosted by Long Beach State’s
back-to-back NCAA Final Four
tournament appearances, the conference’s national image has flourished.
Here is the conference ranking, as
determined by the Big West Sports
Information Directors’ poll:
Long Beach State. Record: 28-6,
18-0 in the Big West. The 49ers return what many consider the nation’s
finest
backcourt.
All-American
Penny Toler, with her 22.5 points
per game, will lead the way.
Senior speedster Traci Waites will
pair with Toler to form a potent
guard duo. Niners Coach Joan Bonvicini is losing one player from her
frontcourt, but forwards Angelique
Lee, Shameil Coleman and Cheryl
Dowell are returning.
UNLV. Record: 25-9. 14-4 in the
Big West. Jim BoIla has four returning starters to help make his first season as head coach a successful one.
Pauline Jordan (16.8 ppg.), her
twin sister Geannine (10.9 ppg.) and
guard DeNise Ballenger will lead the
way. Ballenger, who averaged 13.2
points per game, is the top threepoint threat in the Big West.
San Diego State. Record: 21-10.
11-7 in the Big West. Coach Ernest
Riggins returns senior All-American
Chana Perry (23.1 ppg.) and a strong
supporting cast. Perry, conference
Co-Player of the year last season,
was the last player cut from the 1988
U.S. Olympic team.
The addition of 5 -foot-II Stephanie Massie and 6-foot Melanie Usher
strengthen the Aztec frontcourt. The
loss of Jessica Haynes (who had a
team-high 89 assists) will hurt the
backcourt. An All-American candidate, Haynes decided not to return.
Fresno State. Record: 16-12. I I 7 in the Big West. Senior Yvette
Roberts (15.5 ppg.) and Junior Si-

mone Srubek are the Bulldogs most
experienced returning players.
Roberts is a two-time all -Big West
selection. Coach Bob Spencer is
counting on a cast of newcomers to
blend in early. Melisa King. a USA
Today High School All-American
honorable mention, is the top candidate for the point guard position
Frontcourt help from 6-4 Deb Loranzan, a Texas A&M transfer, will arrive when she becomes eligible in
the spring.
Fullerton State. Record: 18- II,
12-6 in the Big West. Coach Marayalyce Jeremiah will blend experience and a talented group of youngsters.
The Titans expect senior forward
Sheila Benson (7.9 ppg.) to provide
leadership while the newcomers
learn the ropes. Junior college transfer Kathy Werth (6-1) and freshman
Dawn Borum are considered impact
players.
Hawaii. Record: 14-14. 8-10 in
the Big West. Judy Mosley (19.6
ppg) is the top returning player for
second -year Coach Vince Goo.
Point guard Ayesha Brooks is one of
the top players at her position in the
conference.
Hawaii boasts a strong inside
game with Mosley and 6-3 sophomores Soni Wagoner and Susie
Tucker.
Hawaii will host LBSU. UNLV,
FSU, and CSU on the Islands, where
visiting teams have experienced anything but paradise.
UC-Irvine. Record: 11-16, 9-9 in
the Big West. Because coach Dean
Andrea lost 6-6. three -time all -Big
West selection Natalie Crawford, the
Anteaters will be a smaller, quicker
squad this season. Natasha Parks.
the only returning senior, will be
called upon to provide experience
and leadership.
Sophomores Jenny Lee. Krista
Ahlstedt and junior Shurrell Johnson
return this season in starting capacities, after coming off the bench last
year. Redshirt freshmen Felicia
Dixon and Dana Douty are expected

General Knight shows
a compassionate side
(AP) The man has an image
right out of the Attila the Hun school
of human relations. He snarls at
players, even grabs them by their
uniforms now and then. He throws
chairs. He uses garbage cans as recepticles for unfriendly fans. He
makes officials’ lives absolutely
miserable.
The man is major league mean.
Until one of his kids is in trouble.
Until the accident when the car turns
over and one of his kids winds up in
intensive care. Until the doctors put
one of his kids in a wheelchair.
Then the other side of Bobby
Knight surfaces.
"People only see the guy with the
chip on his shoulder," Landon
Turner said. "I got to see the other
side."
Landon Turner was 6 feet, 10
inches worth of frustration for
Knight. He was big and strong and
should have been a tower of strength
for Indiana. But he did not deliver
the potential Knight saw in him. In
Hoosierland, that is a major misdemeanor, one not easily overlooked
by Robert Montgomery Knight.
They don’t call him The General for
nothing.
"He was tough to play for,"
Turner said. "The game is supposed
to be fun but with him, it was constant pressure. When we won, it
wasn’t a great thrill because of what
we went through every day at practice. "
Think about it. The man in the red
sweater calling you names, goading
you, embarrassing you every day in
front of your friends. Some players
leave. Ricky Calloway is at Kansas
now because of it. Delray Brooks
wound up at Providence. Mike
Giomi fled to North Carolina State
after crossing swords with the General.
Landon Turner stayed.
He remembered some of the techniques Knight used.
"He’d stop practice and shout,
’How many rebounds has Turner
got?’ Somebody would say, ’Two,’
and I’d think. ’Oh, man, here it
comes.
And it usually did.
"One time, I was on the bench all
night and then he put me in the game
with nine seconds left. Nine seconds. I was stiff as a board.
"He tried to get me to quit. He
couldn’t get what he wanted out of
me, so he tned to get rid of me. He
made my life miserable."
Then he thought about it for a moment.
"But I probably made his miser
able, too," Turner said.
The problem was that no matter
what Knight said or did. Turner

’(Coach Bobby
Knight) gave me
$60,000 out of his
pocket for my
medical expenses.
What coach would
do that?’
Landon Turner,
former Indiana
basketball star
wouldn’t go away. His teammates
marveled at his abuse quotient the amount of misery he could ab
sorb from the coach and still conic
back for more.
"I had played three years." he
said. "I wasn’t going to quit. go
someplace else and start over again
He wasn’t going to break me."
Then he looked at his wheelch,in
"Just like this accident %\ i,(
break me."
On July 25, 1981, three months
after Indiana won the NCAA ctidni
pionship, Landon Turner. his cull
riend and another couple were di
ing on Indiana Highway 46, west ot
Columbus. Ohio. heading for the
Kings Island amusement park. The
front tire of his car caught the edge
of the road rounding a corner. The
car swerved, hit a cement culvert
and overturned. Turner’s spine was
crushed.
When he awoke in intensive can..
Bobby Knight was there.
’He said to me, ’You’re a fighter.
Landon. You battled what I put you
through. You can battle this.’
"He said. ’Hang in there. You’re
a tough guy. You came through all I
put you through like a champ. You’ll
come out of this like a champ."’
"He was a positive factor with the
support and the love he showed tin
me," Turner said.
Bobby Knight did more than talk.
though.
"He gave me $60,(XX) out of hi,
pocket for my medical expenses."
Turner said. "What coach would do
that’? I got to see the other side oi
Coach Knight through the acci
dent."
Turner refused to let the accident
rob him of basketball. He plays the
game now with the Circle City
Knightriders of the National Wheel
chair Basketball Association,
K nightriders . Interesting nick
name, huh?

to have an immediate impact on the
backcourt.
U(.’-Santa Barbara. 10-16, 3-15
in the Big West. Eight returning
players and impressive recruits
should help the Gauchos improve in
ioss.go.
Its
guard Barbara Bea,
in is the most heralded among the
group. 13eainy averaged 19 points
and 14 rebounds as a senior for California state Division II champion
Burlingame High School.
.Another nevi comer. Erika Kiemist, .%as chosen as USA Today’s
Player of the Year for the state of
Washington and as an honorable
mention All-American. Despite the
impressive recruiting, Coach Mark
French knows he can’t rely on his
freshman class. Kira Anthofer (6-4)
and Mia Thompson (6-2) are the top
returnees.
University of the Pacific. Re td 9-19, 4-14 in the Big West.
lust. ear Coach Melissa DeMarchi
inherits a senior-dominated squad.
The kip returnees are junior Julie
(6-3) and seniors Prim
Walters 5-91 and Michele Sasaki.
UOP will depend on 6-foot-1 foreign imports Charlotte Soeeberg
(Denmark) and Lena Peterson (Sweden) to provide depth.
SJSI’. Record: 1-26. 0-18 in the
Big West The Spartans have no
IlL’It’i
ii but up. Coach Tina Krah
boasts sonic of the top recruits in the
Big West.
The most notable is Lora Alexander. a 5-11 transfer from City College of San Francisco. Alexander led
the California junior college system
in scoring (26.6 ppg.) and rebounding (17.0). Sophomore LaTasha
Causey, an all -Big West Freshman
pick, is the Spartans leading returning player.
The 5-5 Causey averaged 10.7
points per game last season. Dana
Jones. Tamara Tigue, and Teddi
Johnson also return. The talented
freshman crop includes point guard
Jodi Page, who is the leading candidate to run the Spartans’ offense.

I

I

photographer

Horst Herting, a senior majoring in advertising, nior majoring in advertising, in front of the worn spars with fencing partner David "Feater, also a se- en’s gym. Both belong to the SJSI fencing club.
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Plasma helps AIDS patients Lunchtime beat

AIDS
The
LONDON (API
virus disappeared from the bloodstreams of 10 patients with AIDS or a
related disease when they got
monthly transfusions of blood
plasma from otherwise healthy carriers of the virus, researchers said
Thursday.
The researchers said the treatment
apparently kills the virus without
causing serious side effects.
"It doesn’t mean that they don’t
have any more virus in their bodies." said Dr. Abraham Karpas of
the Laboratory of Molecular Biology. affiliated with Cambridge
But there is no more
University.
free virus in the blood to infect their
cells
The plasma, treated to remove viruses, contains high levels of antibodies that can kill the AIDS virus,

Karpas said.
gram 1111 AIDS. said, "If it’s for
AIDS patients lack such amitio real. in deserves to he further evaldies in their blood, said Karpas. who uated
led the research team. Research deHowever. "1 think that there may
tails appear in December’s issue of he a lot of work between some exThe Proceedings of the National perimental results like that and what
Academy of Sciences, a U.S. scien- kind of applicability you would have
tific journal. he said.
in the real world," he warned in an
Karpas called the results of his interview .
study "very encouraging.’ hut other
"We don’t know how effective it
AIDS researchers urged caution in would be, how long people would
interpreting them.
have to take such a product. It could
Dr Bryan Gazzard of St. Ste- very well he for life. So a lot of
phen’s Hospital in London. where things have to be worked out before
the tests were conducted, said the we can really offer people a real ray
findings were interesting hut that of hope, he said.
larger trials must he done before
The researchers said nine of the 1(1
anyone could say the treatment of- patients are still alive, reasonably
well, and out of hospital nine months
fered any clinical benefit.
Dr. James Chin, an epidemiolog- later. "Those patients have reist with the Geneva -based World mained virus negative now for nine
Health Organization’s Global Pro- months,’’ Karpas said.

Holocaust survivor fires back with acid
A Holocaust survivor threw
JERUSALEM (AP)
acid Thursday. in the face of an Israeli defense attorney
for Nazi war criminal John Demjanjuk during a funeral
for another Demjanjuk lawyer who died in an apparent
suicide, officials said.
The attack on attorney Yoram Sheftel injured one of
his eyes, police and a hospital spokesman said. A
woman standing nearby also was hurt, police said.
Police said they detained the assailant, a 70-year-old
survivor of the Nazi Holocaust, immediately after the attack. which occurred at the Sanhedria Cemetery during
the funeral for Demjanjuk lawyer Dov Eitan.

Shekel was rushed to Bikur Hokin Hospital, where
doctors washed the eye. His eye had "slightly blurred vision and was shut." said hospital spokesman Yehuda
Kingslinger.
The attorney was sent for further treatment to a special eye unit at Jerusalem’s Hadassah Hospital. Kings linger and officials at Hadassah said.
Rail Levy. Jerusalem police spokesman. said the
suspect "dumped a.
on Sheftel. He said some of the
acid injured a ssi,rn,ci nearby. Her condition was not
known.

Soviets stop jamming Radio Free Europe shows
WASHINGTON (AP)
After 38
years of continuous Soviet jamming
of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, millions of people in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union are
now getting "loud and clear" news
programming from the West about
(heir own cultures.
Word that the more than 2,000
jamming transmitters in Russia,
other Soviet states and Afghanistan
had shut down spread through Europe on Wednesday as shortwave
radio operators discovered the annoying, raspy hum of Soviet interference was no longer heard over
U.S., West German. Israeli or other
broadcasts.
"The hum is gone," announced
Malcolm S. Forbes Jr.. chairman of
the Board for Overseas Broadcasting, which directs the $200 milliona -year U.S. broadcasting effort

Bob Beach

’It’s another marker in the Soviet march
toward trying to be an acceptable citizen
of the world community.’
Charles
Wick,
Director U.S. Information Agency
based in Europe. "We think
very significant move by the
Union," Forbes said at a new
ference.

,m-

Future programming aimed at the
services’ estimated 55 million listeners could now include more
fewer repeated programs and such
new features as call -in talk shows,
officials said.
Forbes said radio engineers who

had developed sophisticated techniques for overriding the jamming
were surprised by the development,
although there had been some subtle
signs of change during a recent visit
by U.S. broadcast executives to
Moscow in September.
He said the action could bring significant savings to the economically
hard-pressed Soviets, who officials
estimate spend up to $1.25 billion a
year on jamming.

Adam Mendoza, of the group Modern Art, hits a drum in the

Daily

staff photographer

Amphitheatre

Reformists say public has lost faith in government
LOS ANGELES (AP) A political reform group. declaring that the
public has lost confidence in the integrity of its state Legislature.
Thursday urged restricting lawmakers’ honoraria, raising their salaries
and appointing special prosecutors in
sensitise political gases.
Califinuia Common Cause, a public interest iirganization that scrutinizes legislative activities, also
called for tougher laws to protect
public whistle -blowers and limit or
eliminate all outside income.
Walter Zelman, executive director
of the group, said the proposed re-

forms stemmed from the public’s
perception of lawmakers’ lack of
ethics, as exemplified by the FBI’s
current investigation into alleged Capitol corruption.
Common Cause, a national organization with 50.((K) members in
California. plans to circulate its proposals among lawmakers and others
before putting it the form of legislation. The Legislature, currently in
adjournment, is expected to return
briefly Monday for swearing -in ceremonies, then come back Jan. 2 to
begin the year’s business.
The problems in the Legislature

are not limited to only a few "bad
apples." Zelman said. "The fundamental problem is that there are too
many elements in the political system that push people in the wrong direction," he added.
He said the Common Cause proposal would change the system
rather than punish wrongdoers.
Geoffrey Cowan, chairman of
Common Cause’s Ethics Committee, said. "We believe there is a
public outcry and concern about
ethics reform, there is eroding confidence in the ethics at the state Legislature."

Purchase your Mac now
from Spartan Bookstore
and save up to $799.00!
Macintosh rm SE 40/2 now in stock
at the Spartan Bookstore!

Macintosh Plus
$1,145 or
$52/mo.
Macintosh.

Featuring:

The perfect gift request this

Two megabytes (MB) of random access memory
Internal 40 megabyte (MB) hard drive

Macintosh customers who
want
to
take
greater
advantage of HyperCardx,
MultiFinderTM, and other
memory intensive programs
will
benefit
from
the
extended
functionality
offered by the Macintosh SE
40/2.

holiday season!

r5e"’t

$3,229
Apple Credit Payments

Apple Credit

$1,770.00
$2,279.00

$322.78
$204.51

$79.00
$102.00

$3,194.85

$2,395.00

$799.85

$107.00

$3,396.91
$4,793.81

$3,075.00
$4,395.00

$321.91
$398.81

$138.00
$196.00

Hold -the -line

Regular

Cash Discount

Product

Price’

Price

Mac SE/2dr."
Mac SE/20mg."

$2,092.78
$2,483.51

Mac II/1dr.*
LaserWriter IINT
LaserWriter IINTX

Cash Discount Price

$144/mo

You
will
Save

1989

Monthly
Payments

’Prices will be raised to the 1989 Regular Price once all items in stock and on order with Apple Computer, Inc. have been sold.
"Keyboard for Macintosh SE sold separately. "’Keyboard, Video Card, Video Card Expansion Kit and Monitor for Macintosh II
sold separately Apple Credit minimum monthly payment is $20. No down payment required lot Apple Credit Purchases. Popes are for SJSU
!acuity, staH and full-time students only Cash discount price good for payment in cash, check or Apple Credit Card Payments made by Check
VISA or MasterCard must be in the name of the quarried SJSU buyer. patent or spouse Checks made payable to Spartan Bookstore. No two party
checks accepted A lime alone system Line per customer Maontosh and Hypercard is a registered tradernar* of Apple Computer, Inc.
MultiPnder ma trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
Spartan Bookstore Computer
(4081 924-1809
130(XSTORE
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Senate conflict possible

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

Quayle may wield more influence than predecessors
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
1.President-elect Dan Quayle may
,:spend more time than his predeces1:sors presiding over the Senate, a
,’move that could spell conflict beween the Democratic -controlled
.cliamber and the administration.
In an interview, Quayle on
;Wednesday also made his strongest
’public rejection of the notion that he
will act as the link between the administration and the Republican Par, ly ’s far right .
He also said his verbal gaffes during the campaign gave him some
hard lessons about his own tendency
Ito talk too much. Being besieged
with questions and jokes about his
.qualifications was painful but educational, he said.
"I know myself better now. I’m a
,stronger person," he said.
Quayle said his focus now is on

the task ahead - picking his vice
presidential staff during the transition period and working with President-elect George Bush.
Since the election, conservatives
have beaten a path to Quayle’s transition office seeking his ear. Quayle
himself is an ardent conservative
who has largely supported Reagan
administration positions during his
eight years in the Senate.
"I’ve worked with a number of
conservatives in the past; a lot of
good friends are conservatives, but
I’m not the point man for the conservatives
in
this
administration . . . . You won’t see me being the
so-called spear carrier for all the socalled conservative issues," Quayle
said.
Quayle also hinted that he may
take a more active role in his official
capacity as president or the Senate.

presiding over the Democratic -controlled chamber
frequently.
"It’s
certainly
an
option .
. There have been suggestions to me by many that I consider
spending more time in the Senate
than my predecessors have. I have
not made a decision on that." he
said.
The presiding officer has substantial discretion as to which senator to
recognize for the purpose of offering
amendments, bills and motions.
Normally the chair is occupied by a
member of the majority party. A Republican in charge could touch off
partisan parliamentary warfare.
The vice president may take the
presiding chair at any time, and the
presiding officer’s decision to recognize a senator is not subject to a
point of order or appeal under Senate
ru les

’11=1
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Study says drug war lacks resources

bad
datoo
ysdi-

WASHINGTON (API - The war
on drugs is overwhelming a criminal
justice system whose greatest problem is lack of resources, not legal
protections afforded criminal suspects, a two-year American Bar Association study concludes.
"The entire system is starved: police, prosecution, criminal defense,
courts and corrections," says the report by an ABA committee. "As
currently funded, the criminal justice
system cannot provide the quality of
,justice that the public legitimately
!expects and that the people working
within the system wish to deliver."
Less than 3 percent of all government spending in the United States
went to support civil and criminal
.justice activities in fiscal 1985, a
previously released federal study has
shown,
- Those already thin resources are
being overwhelmed by a massive -

but largely unsuccessful - battle
against illegal drugs, the ABA panel
concluded.
It said that while courts are increasingly clogged, the drug proolem "is growing worse, and. . . law enforcement has been
unable to control" it.
The ABA study noted political
disputes about the Miranda decision
but found relatively few problems in
the field related to it. That decision,
issued in 1966 by the Supreme
Court, said police must warn suspects of their right to remain silent
and to consult with a lawyer before
any questioning takes place.
While the Miranda decision "has
sparked heated controversy on a political level, the restrictions it imposes on custodial interrogation of
suspects are not considered troublesome by either police or prosecutors," the panel said.

wo[ern

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ACHIEVE

FINANCIAL

FREEDOM!.

Manufacturers need new product
ideas Loam how to create & file
effective U S patents for as little
as $70 It is easier than you think
Patenl attorney provides most
complete & up to date information $2 tor specifics, all forms
provided. TECH CO-OP. 1400 Coleman
Au..
Santa
Clore.
Ca 95050
IIIEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plans with quality coverge
at affordable prices Call Nark
Ice, (408)943-9190 for a no obliga!.

lion quote

IPOT
.’

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR, Register your r.ume now
with the professional career pro-

worn Cell (408) 243-4070 for de.

tails

pliZUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
IC
Enroll now’ Sane your teeth, eyes
and money loo For information
:
,

and brochure see AS.office or
call (406)371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE
eiLIABLE

TRANSPORTATION

’80

CHEVETTE. 4 dr. 4 sp. c. stereo,
helchback. new tires. good cond
6: Wke offer, call Karen 253-3817
14 BUG’ New custom int , 12400 ho
: ’68 BAJA. new pre. atro. 11800 bo
6 Bth have nee crpt & run grt Will
cnsdr all oft, asp trade for only
70.4.4 Jeff 263-9110

’.

HELP WANTED

if LITTLE SHORT on cash? PIZZA A
00 00 accepting applications. p
cooks, counter. drivers Must be
fun & energetic Driver. must be
18. own Carina. cln DMV 17SfEhr 280-0707
APPOINTMENT SETTING. part time
hours,
posnible
Flexible
1,
$200 witty or more Need on sales
Excelleni working
performance
conditions, good communication
skills must Call 260-0454
iIJTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on greveyd shift
and weekend .041 20-40 hr work
wen) Requires 1-3 yrs rnech or
el.0 assembly exp or equhr Rd in
the sciences or computer prog
citizen We offer
Must be U S
Call
reimb
education
100%

I.
;
gi
)

San Antonio Rd. Loa Alto.. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933, (415) 944
2933
Positions
SECURITY’.
ONCERT
now reelable. malor Bay Area venues. pert time. flexible bourn
Call STAFF NETWORK (415)360$566
nett
CARE
413UNSELOR DIRECT
.
needed al loc.1 residential 1.0111 II.. for young adults & &dole. cents with autism & related discI
ibelies Full thee A pan lime
’

positions *sellable Starting 16IA 25 hr Call 448-3953
NI MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Associated Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNE
VERSITY Your student govern-

’
.
,
i
t

accepting
currently
Is
ment
opplIcallon on over 40 commit.
tees including Publk Relations.
Judiciary. Graduate Studies, ape
clef shocations A Review Board
for Human subects Cell A S PerKen.i today .4 924-6240

EXTRA CASH Banquet server.
ItRN
"$14S par hr. banquet alders
,’ 1 ’’$825s. 2s per hrs.r cockletiiipsserverp.:
i1
i

I

Thrte.on cell avertable. no neeri
en. necessary, A. for Melinda
el Santa Clara Marrio tt
In
personnHotel.
:
2700 Weston College. .8-

L-

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply at MARIE CALLENDER’s.
2831 Meridian Ave

EXCELLENT SALES OPPORTUNITY,
Set own hours, 505, commission.
average sale $800 No quotas,
’Sky’s the limit’, Please contact
Peter Oxon et (408) 998-5057 9771551.
EXPERIENCED

PAINTER WANTED.
FULL & part time positions. INGEBRETSEN VICTORIAN PAINTING Call 377-1187

EYE DOCTOR’, RECEP ASSIST Are
you grope-parson? No experience necessary. Will train motivated person with good communkation skills
Eastridge Mall
Flexible hrs Some typing 16-24
hrs wk Some eves & Sat
270-0380.

Call

FEMALE AIDE NEEDED Spring semester for disabled woman on
crampon Donn resident preferred
Help w errends, laundry
min
wage,9 hrs wk. Ann-924-8567
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS, international business*.
and Inveetors seek foreign nagonna with first hand knowledge
of economic, business, scientlIk.
and political conditions in home
country for consulting assistance For informatkm send resume to RCS international. 700 St
Mary’s Place. Sults 1400. San Antonio. Texes 78205 or call (800)
828-2828. extension 856
HEALTH

CARE,
$6 50hr
Assisi
healthy and disabled person 2-3
hrs CAM routine Call 356-2716

IDEAL HOURS GUARANTEED 56 hr
Make up to $11 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show ticket*
by phone from Our San Jose of.
tic.. Mon -Fri S 30-960 PM Sat 91PM Call Duncan at 984-0402

Eighty-seven percent of prosecutors surveyed for the study said no
more than 5 percent of their cases
were dismissed because of problems
involving the Miranda requirements.
The exclusionary rule - under
which evidence obtained illegally by
police may not be used in court also has caused few major problems, the study concluded. Some police officials, in fact, told the panel
that the demands of the exclusionary
rule have promoted professionalism
in the nation’s police departments.
Most prosecutors put the number
of cases dismissed because of the exclusionary rule at 5 percent or less,
while three-quarters of the judges
and defense lawyers polled said suppression motions succeed just 10
percent or less of the time.
The study was based on testimony
from the legal community and a national telephone survey .

-1500.

w6549

shifts available 7 days wk 24
hrs day. Excellent pay and benefits Paid training, no exp necessary Apply Mon -Fri 8AM-5PM.
1700 Wyatt Dr Suite 7, Santa
Cie.. or call 946-CAVE
SECURITY RECEPTION. 16-17 hr No
experience necessary. lull & part
time We are looking for outgoing.
social people lo work al high tech
companies In Silicon Valley All
shifts avail We offer medical dental ins. merely pay, non -uniform 6
Miner uniform positions. vacation pay.
union &

ELECTROLYSIS

placement Apply between 8ansSprn Mon-Fri at VANGUARD, 3212
Scott Blvd , Santa Clara (between
San Tomes & Olcon)
SERVICE A KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed FlexIbie hours to fit
with your school schedule will
train It inierested, pee. call
Karen at CATERING BY COAST.
(408)730-0500
STUDENT

UNION
INFORMATION
CENTER is now hiring for workstudy positions Contact Student
Union Director’s Office 924-6310.

ERIK MALIK. We want YOU logo skiing with us, Ask Romeo for our
new apt, 101 0’ Cheryl Delia.
EXAM FILES frrn Professors throughout the USA Exam problems re
ISO professor. own detailed solu
lions Available for 0 Engineering
courses. EIT. Calculus. General
and Organk Chemistry. Physics.

So. Cal blondettill (6)..lurnbtous. yet slender Give me a call’
(213)322 -5068-ask for Jill
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening al 10 00 PM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th &
San Carlos For more Information

SEASONAL & year
round positions available now
Salary Llleguirrd 15 50-5640 le
Pool Menagers
$700.08 005,
Call 942-2470

408-976-2002
THE SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A fest and easy
way to meet quality people for ro
mance or friendship Social and
sports partners are also available

tance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
00105 A personality Call RICH at
998-4526

You may choose to Nave your
own message or hear sit different
massages left by others You

WANTED 5 SALES REPS. to sell EllJITSU fax equip Good commission, flex hrs, will train Call TimK. Norton at 279-2050

don’t have to do It alone Someone special 4 waiting to meet
you Hurry’ Call today’ Over 18
only 12
any toll

HOUSING

SJSU Reduced rent or correen.
sell. call 996-0680.0.010g.

MAKE 100’ In your spare Urn. plan.
log posters
No selling
Call
(918)33MONEY
MANAGEMENT AAA CO SALES $80.000
18yr old, water treatment
co seeks aggresive reps mgr.
for opening of new ofc (415)731.25 1-5PM only
MONEY FOR STUDENTS We match
students with available financial
eld regardless of grades or family
income Lei our unique compute
rlyed finding eervice provide you
with
cuatom ilst of sources
After you till out data form our
computer

selects only those
sources you ars qualified to eenv., thus ensuring the best possible ihrl Our eervice is krw-coat
and guaranteed, Call or write
Student Aid Services, 108 E Fre
more A. 81711, Sunnyvale, Ca
94067,1405)746-0709
PRESCHOOL TEACHERAIDE. HOBBIT DAY CARE. 571 N 3rd St P
flexible hours. Mon-Fri 6 Units of
ECE required, pays 5661 to play
Call Slept 296-06113
HELP, REASONA
FILE’ Word Processing & Typing

PROFESSIONAL

East San Jose, 7240563
ROUTE DRIVER PART TIME Monday Friday Afternoon to evening.
company velikie Must here DMV
printout and good driving record
Apply QUALITY PHOTO. 1735
Comstock, Santa Clara
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and pert tine positions. all shifts No experience
needed We train Apply Mon-Fri
II AM-5PM, 260 Meriden An.. Son
Jose
"NEED
SECURITY
OFFICERS
CASH?" Cave Semetty Is hiring
for full and pert time positions All

FEMALE

ROOMMATE

WANTED,

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL’ Stop sleving, waxing,
twereing or using chemical dope tones Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini tummy moustache. etc
15% diecount to students and fan

2

bdrm, 29111. big rooms Need to
share 1 bdrm. 1 be fres SJSU
1200 ma Call 2796850

Wry

DECEMBER 26th Call 279-8075

R E
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Ave, IC
Hair Today Gone To

LARGE 2 BDRM 2 full bath Apt 1 5
bike fen campus Great for 4 peo-

LARGE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE. all new
point dining room Bicycle to
campus. parking. 1101 Sherman
St. 1900 me 354-8913
NEAR SJSU CAMPUS. one bedrrn
apartment available Newly renovated, new paint. drapes carpet
large
enclosed
backyard.
0505m Call

297-2960

ROOM FOR RENT
E nka loc In

in

new

house

quiet, clean
nghbred In the EVERGREEN
HILLS Approx 10 min frm SJSU
60.11 IMMEDIATELY to quiet
resp Professor College student

deo incite nil Call 432
5385
0200,ext 37idays1274-51142 eves
ROOM FOR RENT 533C m. Nonsmoker House booted 3 bile
from Volley Fair Call 2464097

Call before December 31

1988 and get your first spot all 2
price Unwanted Hair Disappears
Whh My Care Gwen Cheigren,

FOR RENT’ LARGE two bedroom apt
nr campus, 1550 mo AVAILABLE

ple Underground perking, full
kitchen w microwave 1800 mo
call 275-8463 les. message

Norb

Classified
rapeutic techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Specially.
log 0 chronic pain, stress, and
movement dysfunction Sliding

visit Thiti or Hamel on the way
beck’ Its summer there during our
winter break so call AUSTRALIA.

fee scale for I. handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 371-1433

TOURS. 14151 948-2160. and tisk
about the Connie specials Also
available. Europe non summer.
Great Trips, Super prices,

or 395-3560

coy Willow Glen aree Call Maria
at 448-5494
PROOFREADING
RESEARCH quality work Reason.Si. lees. Call Dee .1 292-7025

EDITING

ELECTROLYSIS’ Professional HAIR
removal, the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for FALL. ComplImantary consulation by appointmeni

FROM

A PROFESSIONAL

MASSAGE’ Using variety of tive

Books-Computer Loans
Com’Free
pethive Savings Rates
’Menu
Check Writing Cashing
facturers Hanover GSL’S Ve
luable Member Privileges Call
947-727301 drop by our office at
8th and San Selvedge
PROFESSIONAL

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 105,
off ANYWHERE. any fare Call
Andy. TWA Campus Rep 297-

PUB 294-3793

clubs. businees Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweets, and
iackets Qualify work at reasonable

rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408) 762-7377,
Monday through F rkey 3-9PM
WRITING.

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Academic thesis
essistan.
Ghostwriting All subpects Oust
died writers R.umes Re-writ
log Catalog Reentry 14151 0415036
WRITING -

RESEARCH

EDITING.,

Call (600) 777-7101

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND’ Got
your attention, mete? New Zee
land company hes openings for
few adventurous American. on
its ’under 30 ’10015 01 Australia &
New Zeeland Whilewater rotting,
sailing. dive Me greet terrier reel’
Trevei and party with the worlds
friendieet people You can even

typist 205, STUDENT DISCOUNT
By appt Chrystal .1 923-8461
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers, theses, roam.. letters
No charge minor editing Rates by
page, hour or lob Former legal
secretary Write Type-972-9430

able worry,free service at Its best.
cell PAM at 247-2681 (S.. Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAC
ULTY RATES’
GO WITH THE BEST’ Take advantage
of our expertise Top secretarial
service for all your WORD pro-

The Perfect Paper’
AMY FOR
Low Prke,
pick up end deliv-

cessing needs Graphics. letters.
reports, manuscripts. resumes,
lerrn papers, theses
Editing.
grammar & spell checking All

ery available Cell 1408) 266-2681
8AM-9PM

work done on PS Laser Printer,
or printing from your disk Both
IBM & Mac II computers Special

WORD
PROCESSING,"
Theses. Reports, Letters No thee
to type your paper? Cell MARY
at ANN*, 241-5490,Santa

AAAAACCURACY,
ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing that lops
Trust TONY. 296.2087 Thanks
$1 50 per page double spaced
Available seven day. weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar,
entered Thank
AAA

ACCURACY

A .

ALWAYS

gnats Including APA All work
guaranteed Orrick return Aim.
den Branham area Rhone 261
4504

and South San Jose Minutes
from SJSU Call Monsen (408)
227-9419, gem to 8prn

STUDENT rel. for undergrads
Available day. eves. weekends by
appt Call Anna st 972-4992
A A-1 SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs am my speci
affty Call Pam et (soar 225-5025 or
(406)225-9009
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Professional
word-processing
services with student discounts
rivalled* Offer fast turnaround.
pickup & delivery grammar edit.
Mg, laser printer and guarantee
copy Call Pamela at (408(946
3862 to reserve your time now
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic
word processing our specialty
Guaranteed

quality

(asp

Science).

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word processing
reports.

Papers.thesieresumes
manuscripts & group

propect welcome Student rotes.
701,, trm compus nr 61108 McKee
(BERRYESSA area) To ensure
your

pep..

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD, This year
call a typist who is.perienced in
ALL
formats
Incluchng
APA
(NURSING DEPT) lot ALL YOUR
TYPING NEEDS) THESES) Call
Linda The Write Type, 723-1714
San Jose 8AM-10PIA, Mon-Sat
pick-up delivery twice daily

puncluetion. sentence struclure
on request (APA Turblan etc)
Former English mem.. with 18 yrs
Willow Glen area
experience
Phone Mrs Morton et 266-9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also rerm pe
pers. manuscripts, screenpisys,
resumes. repelltive *here. tran
nriptIon Free SPELCHEK. copy
edit disc storage Quick turn.
around

...pinion

on

GT

WORD PROCESSING-283-1188
Term papers, resumes thesis
Fast turn -around
coues

Student

Ms-

INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC Word
processing. editing, research, resumes, on-line searching. MAE

graphIc. quick reference Llbrar
Ian with PALS Cell (408) 732-7192
PAGEWISE

WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have M.A In Engfish. 5 yrs exp and herMIng obsession with doing It right, FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students, faculty, writers, business prone Exp’d with ESL writ.

era Edit rewrite too
Wise, (408)732-4645
PROF

TYPING

&

Get Page-

WORD

PRO-

CESSING

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers. Research Protects. rind
Resumes Help with grammar

Rees rates. fret turn.
Close to campus Phone
292-4096 eyeing. & weekends
around

WORD

PROCESSING, pews, re
sum.. manuscripts, form letters
Experienced prolessionel Fr.

SPELLING CHECK, disk storage
Call 996-8821
WORD PROCESSING TOP NOTCH’
Student manuscript
discounts
Editing avail Former tech editor
wIth BA In English & 12 years
prof word processing mrper lb.
duds. spell punc disk stor !e-

246-

quality pulp)), WILLOW GL EN
Patricia (406)288-5688

WORDPROCESSING

WORD PROCESSING Loner quality.
repOrte Melees, etc Reasonable

Santa Clara

Call

5125

.curacy

Free disk nerve proofing Re.
soneble etas Were fast.dependable, grammar -experienced Col.
lege grads. so call us with papers.
reports. theses
etc 51 251.0445

Reason..
rates Free disk storage Free
pick-up and delivery Call 2705936

professional word processing
Laser printer, cassette trenscripnon Theses, term papers, grout,
protects. resumes. sic All for -

AS-

SURED Professional Word Propapers,
re
Thesis,
cessing
Publishing
sumes
Desnop
capabilities Serving Evergreen

student discount’ Call PrInty’s
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or
253-WORK.

TYPING SERVICE

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,

undergrad Resumes, term papers. theses, reports of all kinds

T-SHIRTS for fraternities, sororities,

.punctuation.granunar
assistance All work guaranteed For
that professionsiquick & depend-

ANN’

at reasonable re., Call Dregs*
or Phil al 270-8960 or 922-7359

PRICES? Call Stan at ELECTRO-

ter quality, All formats plus APA
Free disk storage SPELCHEK

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transciption Experienced thesis

TYPING

AAH, When ovewhelmed by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES created
by PROFESSIONALS 25 resumes
10 cover letters typeset -format
led -printed. $30 Why pay A S

schedule reserve your time early
P.1-923-2309

5809

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party we’ve got
the music, Michel Productions
provides wide variety of musk
for your wedding party or dance

EVERGREEN

and typing services On-campus
pickup del Letter gun Terrn papers.group propels, theses. re
mimes, wares. etc APA. MLA. Tu
rebian formats Chin quer 125
n ’YIP I Call Roy (408)274-3684
(leave massage) Avalleble 7 days
week
EXPEMENCED SECRETARY for your
iVadernic,businose.legal
word
processing needs Term papers
reports. resumes.letter. group
proects.manuals theses etc Let

priCing. accurate and last turneround Call SIAM to 9PM. CAN.
DACE al 266-4398
WORD PROCESSING

lane queilty
preparation of term papers. reports. theses -eournes eic Reasonable pricing nr g goer and tan
turnaround Mc, nr* 9 PM Can
dace. 286-4398

WORD PROCESSING Ouick ano reasonable Excellent quality Shen,
at 247 7520

momieummimmomim= mei,
Print Your Ad Here
t
approvma)ely
30 leners
and spaces
for each
dA10(Count
5
1
1
1
I
Rates

I
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Minimum three lines on One day

I

I

IEach
Five Extra
Two Three Four
One
Day
I
Days Days Days Days
Day
$390 $480 $525 $550 $575 $100
I :,li:nneess $4 BO $5 70 $6 15 $6 40 $6 60 $1 15
$570 $660 $700 $730 $750 $1 31)
I 5 Lines
1 6 Lines
$655 $750 $790 $810 $840 $145
M I ach Additional l inn Add $ 90

I
I
I
I

I
Print Name

I

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-141 ines $7000
5.9f ines $5000
15 Plus Lines $9000

I
Address

Phone 924-3277
City & Stale

PERSONALS

Enclosed is 5

Circle s ClessItIcstIon
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

I ust 6 1 mold

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located inside 013H208

OR CASH TO

CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 & 5 CIO PM. Cernpus Christiav,
Center. 1016 & San Carlos For

MI. info about other activities
cog Faiths, Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryon at 296-0204

SCANDINAVIA (Norway Sweden Den.
mark) JUNE 27-July 16. 1989 (20
days) $2190
AIR Son 180 for 3
credits. Call 924-5325 for Info

Call 296-0931!!

4011 =IMIIIMIIMMIIM

i

RAI FOR RENT In 36, 2 ba house 1
blk len SJSU Ample off st
piing/250mo $167 dap Avl Dec
let, DAVE CARLOS. 259-8671

ADVENTURE, 2 girls needed rood trip
Bala. Ca as clew drtvers for dirt
rkiers. 12-30 thru 1.r3-85 Call
Info 227-9116

NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits include ’Tuition -

rflOrf OW
BENEFIT

WERE ARE MN 1444PEE5
CAN I 6E7 Si5u ANAMHAu
HEM
SAT PoudiU iN My MAT,
IT
51111. %ARM.

4ig

HEY NUMBER 93, Saw you from behind at the FULLERTON game &
can’t gat you off my mind I am

about activities, call Rev
Firnhaber al 298-0204

A L4.

AN INOVS7RtAL
:t FACF VAC,

UNCLE lircK , DO I -rELL.5eUr
JAM% A SPRIENDF-R Feik
uniefise, ,
CLUIS

9:Wit
E1E. tiEllftEX 141,1;Eg
AN EnisocE ,
Iftgen151 EilEADC45 014

& more 20 different books available at Spartan Ins (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore

TELEMARKETING.. Appointment setting Part I.e, 1200WK POSSIENE. DAILY CASH Walking dis-

APT MGR COUPLE w maint exp for
130011 apt across street from

CLINIC -Unwanted

hair removed permanently Confidential by appointment only, 2477486. 335 S Baywood An.. San
Jo.

mg increases, credit
immediate permenen1

a

Gus Torres

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring former. ca.& and formal wear, pant hemming 15 10%
discount to students and Inc.

LIFEGUARDS

415493-1800, 0445. VARIAN

4111ILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
55 to 18 hr PT FT positIon
1
Northern California Hennes, 175

,

EMPLOYMENT

WE RE.CCMAND THE_
"6ERat.vo RivEeA"
per!
W1.0767I-I4T?

Rocky

Classified

of
mitis a
,out
nfigis-

Michael Sherman

DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Slate University
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Stereo

T ypriq

San Jose, California 95192

4111i
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No refunds on cancelled ads
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Professor: Oustanding teaching performance honored

Outdoor type

root page I
"You cannot blame industry Lir
all of it," he said. "Each and every
one of us in driving our cars and
heating our homes contributes the
other half
During the lecture. Bornstein discussed the problems of acid rain.
stratospheric ozone destruction and
’greenhouse effect" the
the
gradual increase in worldwide temperatures.
Acid rain. a result of air pollution,
not only desiios plant and aquatic
lite, hut also it s’ Is the surfaces of
outdoor statues. cathedrals and monuments of amstic or historic value,
he said
The ongoing depletion of the
ozone layer is a result of freon released from sources including spray
cans, foam and refrigerators, he
said.
Destniction of the ozone, which

Protest

Doug Duran

Daily staff photographer

With no plug for a Nlacintosh. Bob Fitzsimmons types a report in
the warm afternoon sun.

Hunger

fixid," he said. Preventive measures
such as birth control and family
planning are now being exercised.
From page I
Some people in the United States
propose withholding food aid to
tries might not be the answer.
countries until they reduce their pop"If you go into a country like this ulations, hut the theory will not
work
to make a sudden change from farm- in practice.
Takizawa said. Large
ing to mechanization, it creates a lot families are
needed to ensure parents
of problems," Downes said. "You that they will have
someone to help
need a slow transition so people can them farm and to take care
of them
move into cities and find other in
old age.
work."
Downes and Takizawa stress to
The overpopulation in many coun- students the importance of finding a
tries also contributes to the problem. workable solution to the world hunTakizawa said.
ger problem.
"An uncontrolled population will
"A lot of it is just educating peotend to exceed the availability of ple: Downes said.

From page I
around 51.5 million.
The function of Spartan Shops is
to serve the students." Houston
said. "All of the Spartan Shops SCIA
ices are currently located in this
building or in the Dining Commons
adjacent to here. We’ve done studies
showing that 60 percent of the students travel on the south side of the
campus, so what we’re saying is that
we’re not serving a large group of
the students on campus."
After the meeting, Houston said
he had been unaware of a conflict
between the hoard’s decision and the
A.S. He said problems might have
been avoided it the A.S. had made
its interests more clear to him.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy

’He is a fine teacher in both graduate and
undergraduate studies. He has a strong
record.’
William Wilson,
English professor
and other ways to let spray out of
cans," he said.
He used slides and an overhead
projector were during his lecture
techniques which one meteorology
student said made the lecture "pretty
straightforward and understandable"
to the layman.
The annual Outstanding Professor
Award is given "specifically to a
professor who has a record of teach-

acts as a shield against harmful ultraviolet rays, will ultimately lead to a
global increase in skin cancers.
As part of a solution to these problems. people should educate themselves and press their elected officials to act, Bornstein said.
He emphasized that other options
are already available.
"There are other ways to wrap
hamburgers (rather than using foam)

Lawsuit: A.S. sues

also serves on the Spartan Shops
Board of Directors.
According to Boothe, McCarthy
didn’t suggest using the funds for a
child-care center or other alternative
projects before the board’s decision
was made. But Boothe said it isn’t
the function of Spartan Shops to allocate money to such causes.

From page I
comment on the legal action.
"There have been suggestions
that the students are going to file a
suit, but I thought we were making
progress," Stetson said.
President Fullerton was also un"We don’t ask for those kinds of
proposals." Boothe said. "We’re available for comment Thursday afternoon.
not a special allocations commitOnce the writ is filed, the court
tee."
will schedule a hearing date, McCarEvery year, the A.S. president thy said. Representatives from the
carries a request to the board for A.S. and the CSU will appear, and
funding. This year, McCarthy asked the judge will then make a decision.
for and received about $7,000,
McCarthy said he expected the
which he said would go to help pay judge to sign the order.
for the construction of a small park
"We’re very confident the CSU is
near the Aquatics Center.
in violation of the law," he said.
McCarthy was unavailable for "We want them to release the funds
comment.
so we can pursue further advice on

Stone: Athletics ads pulled from radio show
/ IIMI f,(111’ I

Wiccs Sivertsen, the center’s adviser, doesn’t consider the move an
outright triumph, hut is pleased with
the announcement. She and center
coordinator Teri -Ann Bengiveno
met with Hoffman and discussed the
issue last week.
"I think the university stands for
something," Sivertsen said. "It’s
based on a foundation of equality,
consideration and education. For the
university to use and participate in a
program such as the Perry Stone
Show is a denial of what we should

stand for.
"I would he the first person to let
him have his right to display his ignorance. I think he has the right to
display it in whatever format he
wishes to. I would never deny him
that opportunity. I just don’t want to
nay for part of his salary."
Under the terms of the contract.
SJSU isn’t exactly paying Stone’s
salary. Hoffman said.
"From a correct standpoint, it
should be noted that the $35,000
which was mentioned in the original
story was inaccurate," he said. "We

ing achievement.’ ’ according to
English professor William Wilson,
chair of the Outstanding Professor
Committee.
The committee nominates three
professors based on peer and student
evaluations, contributions to the
versity and the profession, and com
munity service.
Wilson said the committee Ionia
at whether a professor is "effective
across a variety of courses over a pe
nod of time usually five years.’’
Wilson said Bornstein "is a noted
specialist in meteorology."
"He is a fine teacher in both graduate and undergraduate studies," he
said. "He has a strong record."
Bornstein said he was "honored
to be recognized by my peers and the
president.
"It’s nice to receive recognition
for something that you enjoy
doing."

have a trade -out with KIM because
they do our football and basketball
games."
Sivertsen said by advertising on
Stone’s show, the number-one rated
morning FM program, the university
supported the show’s content.
"Everyday we let that air," she
said. "It’s a slap in the face of the
university community."
The NAACP has filed a complaint
against Stone with the Federal Communications Commission.

stopping a fee increase."
McCarthy also said the A.S. may
sue if the order is signed.
"We hope we don’t have to sue,
but we need to have a position of
strength if push comes to shove," he
said.
Not all A.S. directors favor the
legal fight, however. Jim Walters,
director of academic affairs, said he
doesn’t believe the A.S. has a strong
position right now.
"If (former A.S. President) Mike
McLennan hadn’t had such a comfortable relationship with the Chancellor’s Office, we could have filed a
suit in March when we first found
out about it," Walters said. "Now
it’s too late."

Alcohol consumption
drops in California
SACRAMENTO (AP) California’s per capita consumption of beer,
wine and liquor dropped in the last
fiscal year, for the first time in more
than 30 years, and officials said the
decline reflected a changing attitude
toward alcoholic beverages.
"Californians are again trendsetters in changing lifestyles," Donald
Bowman. director of the California
Council on Alcohol Problems, said
Wednesday.

You doll need your pmnts’ money
to buy a Yacintosh.
Just their sigma/lit
It’s never been difficult for students to convince their parents of the need kir a Macintosh’
computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check, however,
is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan to-Own Program. An ingenious loan program
that makes buying a Macintosh as easy as using
One.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below, or call 800-83I-LOAN. All
your parents need to do is fill it out,

sign it, and send it. If they qualify they’ll receive
a check for you in just a few weeks.
There’s no collateral. No need to prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread
ON’er as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents plenty of
time to decide just who pays for it all.

19,48 Applc i rnpulut In, Apph thy 511111,- Itigto .md AlJt intosh art. rewueted trademark, ,g Apple Computer. Int

MIK

IntroducingApple’s

Student Loan-to-Own Program
Spartan Bookstore’s Computer Dept.

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE
SERVICE IS OUR MACR

